
Internal Domed End Cap 
Product Guide 
The FORMUFIT Internal Domed End Cap is designed to insert inside of a Schedule 40 PVC pipe 
and leaves a smooth, flush and slightly rounded end. 

How to Use 

Troubleshooting 
 
The Dome Cap is too difficult to get into the end of the pipe. 
Some lots of PVC pipe have what are known as ‘variances’, which 
are small changes in the inside or outside diameter of the PVC 
pipe.  If the cap is too tight, you can create a bevel with a blunt 
instrument along the inside diameter of the pipe that will help 
assist in inserting the cap.  

 
The Dome Cap is too loose to fit inside of a PVC fitting. 
FORMUFIT Internal Dome Caps are not designed to directly fit 
inside of PVC fittings, however, you can insert a small segment of 
PVC pipe into the fitting first, then insert the dome cap into the 
pipe/fitting combination. 

Measure the ‘insertion depth’ of the fitting socket, then subtract 
about 1/8” from this measurement.  Cut a PVC pipe segment to 
this size, then insert it into the fitting.  Finally, seat the internal 
dome cap into the pipe segment to close off the port of the fitting.
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Make sure that the PVC pipe you are using with this product is common 
Schedule 40.  The FORMUFIT Internal Dome Cap is not compatible with 
Schedule 80, 120, Class 200, Thinwall or CTS plastic pipes.

APPLY PVC
CEMENT

1. Apply a small amount of PVC cement to the 
inside end of the Schedule 40 PVC pipe 
segment that you wish to attach the dome cap 
to.

2. Insert the dome cap inside the end of the 
Schedule 40 PVC pipe segment and press into 
place, or tap with a hammer until fully seated.
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